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To start with the good news, both brothers
survived the war. They served in the
Western Desert with the MEF until they
were take prisoners in late June 1942 and
transported initially to Italian and then
German POW camps.

May 1945 repatriated prisoner of war cover sent to John
Morun c/o the South African Army Post Office (1s 3d
airmail rate). From Queenstown and redirected with the
Brighton ‘victory bells’ machine to reverse to Abbey Lodge
Chislehurst
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October 1941 Air Mail Letter Card with
Egypt 54 Postage Prepaid datestamp,
sent home by Ross. EPP 54 recorded by
Proud with South African Divisions at El
Alamein prior to the South Africans
moving into Libya for a short period,
then back to Egypt

June 1942 Air Mail Letter Card with
Egypt 54 Postage Prepaid datestamp,
sent home by Ross. EPP 54 recorded
by Proud with South African Divisions
at Wadi Hamra moving to El Alamein
later the same month.
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The majority of the brothers
correspondence uses the 3d South
African Active Service Letter Cards,
mixed with a range of others paid
at the 3d AMLC rate.

South African censor cachet (SA100) No 242 used on the majority of correspondence, but also British (A500) 1244
and the final AMLC showing (FC102) Chief Field Censor (large crown type)
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Map showing the
Axis advance to El
Alamein 22 – 28
Jun 1942

The Division was captured
(except for one brigade) by
German and Italian forces at
Tobruk on 21 June 1942.
The remaining brigade was
re-allocated to the South
African 1st Infantry Division.

Other covers from the same period prior to
the brothers being captured show use of the
10d Air Mail rate
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Missing In Action

Back stamped EPP 37 used South
African APO 32 – with the 1st SA Div this
date

After the brothers were captured there is significant mail returned to their
Mother in Queenstown with the cachet Missing Return to Sender. There would
have been no information at this time that they were POW’s
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I have no covers from the period
when they were Prisoners of
War in Italy. But they obviously
were from the War Office
notifications at Separate camps.

Ross was held at Camp No PG
82 at Laterina near Arezzo in the
Tuscany Region.
Most of the prisoners from this
camp were put to work in local
factories
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John went to Camp No PG 120
at Fattoria Biancheto in Cetona
Most of the prisoners from
these camps were put to work
in local agriculture
Post WW2 covers from 1946 sent to the
Morum brothers from Italy. Clearly they made
an impression on their Italian hosts!
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Covers sent to John Morum from his mother via the
IRC in Geneva May and June 1944
According to War Office records, more than 50,000
Allied soldiers were transported from Italian camps
by cattle train to far worse conditions in Germany
and Poland during the summer of 1943

British Order P/W 87190, issued on
7 June 1943, stated that "in the
event of an Allied invasion of Italy,
officers commanding prison camps
will ensure that prisoners of war
remain within camp. Authority is
granted to all officers commanding to
take necessary disciplinary action to
prevent individual prisoners of war
attempting to rejoin their own units."
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The brothers eventually started to receive
letters from their mother in Queenstown in
early November 1944.
Air Letter from John Morun 5 November 1944
whilst located at Stalag VIII-B Lamsdorf (later
Stalag 344) actually a group of camps at its
peak holding more than 100,000 Allied POWS
This letter starts that the Red Cross had finally
traced him and that he received 50 letter, a
years correspondence in one go!

